Axonius & Remediant
simplify asset and Privileged access MANAGEMENT WITH DYNAMIC VISIBILITY

The Challenge
Lack of visibility is a challenge that pervades asset management as well as privileged
access. With the growing complexity and distributed nature of IT environments, knowing
what devices and power users (e.g., administrators, developers) are on your network is
top of mind for security teams. Discovering and inventorying assets and privileged users
is time-consuming, manual, and always incomplete in a constantly changing environment.
For example, the average manual asset inventory exercise takes 89 man-hours and needs
to occur 19 times a year to stay current. For privileged access, the average solution is only
30% deployed after 3 years so an enterprise wide inventory is a complete non-starter.
Security and IT teams struggle to gain continuous discovery of assets on the network and
identify who has admin-level access to them. It is no wonder that significant blind spots
exist in an organization’s attack surface and 74% of breached organizations admit to the
use of a privileged account.

The Solution
Remediant and Axonius are bringing the first integrated asset + privileged access solution
to market. Using the Remediant SecureOne adapter in the Axonius Cybersecurity Asset
Management platform, customers can identify all users discovered in Remediant, and
associate users with known devices seen in Axonius.

Key Benefits
Simple Deployment and Management
Both are agentless solutions enabling
easy deployment and management
Dynamic and Complete Visibility
Continuous, real-time discovery of
privileged users and assets
Meet Audit and Compliance
Requirements
Correlated data to identify which
devices are associated with privileged
users and enforce compliance
policies such as CIS, NIST and CMM

How It Works
Connect the Remediant Adapter
- an API connection between
Axonius and Remediant by
providing Remediant credentials. Once
the adapter is connected, Axonius fetches
user data from Remediant.
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Search for users with any level
of access using the Axonius
Query Wizard, and save queries
to surface conditions of concern on a
continuous basis. Axonius can query
Remediant for their last logon, last seen
time, policy level, domain, and more.

Report on the number of
privileged users over time by and
create custom dashboards to
track user access metrics.

ABOUT REMEDIANT
ABOUT AXONIUS
San Francisco-based Remediant is disrupting the Privileged
Axonius is the Cybersecurity Asset Management
Access Management (PAM) market by taking a laserplatform that gives organizations a comprehensive asset
focused approach to removing the biggest undiscovered
inventory, uncovers security solution coverage gaps, and
security risk: (24x7 / always on / persistent) administrator
automatically validates and enforces security policies.
(rights / privileges / access) on the network. Built upon
By seamlessly integrating with hundreds of security
the principle
of Zero Standing
Privilege,
Remediant’s Just-In-Time
and management solutions, Axonius is deployed in
Evolving
Privileged
Access
Management,
award-winning SecureONE PAM software delivers just
minutes, improving cyber hygiene immediately. For more
enough, just-in-time privileged access and continuous
information, please visit: https://www.axonius.com .
discovery with agentless, vaultless simplicity. SecureONE
protects millions of endpoints and has been adopted by
major enterprises across a number of industries. For more
040621
information, please visit: https://www.remediant.com .

